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We show that the following classes of topological spaces coincide: (1) stratitiable p-spaces, 
(2) stratifiable spaces with an M-structure, (3) regularly stratifiable spaces, and (4) strongly 
regularly stratifiable spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
In [ 121, K. Nagami calls a topological space c-metrizable if the space is the union 
of countably many closed, metrizable subspaces, and he calls a space a p-space if 
the space can be embedded in the product of countably many paracompact (T- 
metrizable spaces. In [13, 141, Nagami shows that both the class of paracompact 
u-metrizable spaces and that of p-spaces allows for a satisfactory theory of 
dimension. 
G. Gruenhage showed in [5] that every stratifiable a-metrizable space is an 
M,-space. This result was extended by the second author, who showed that every 
stratifiable p-space is an M,-space [9]. Another derivation of the latter result was 
given in [lo], where the class & of all stratifiable spaces with an ‘M-structure’ was 
introduced and it was shown that every stratifiable p-space belongs to the class Ju 
and that each member of & is an M,-space. 
In [16], K. Tamano introduced two subclasses of stratifiable spaces, the class of 
all ‘regularly stratifiable’ spaces and that of all ‘strongly regularly stratifiable’ spaces. 
Tamano showed that the following sequence of implications holds: stratifiable 
p-space =+ strongly regularly stratifiable 3 regularly stratifiable + M,-space. 
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The purpose of this paper is to show that the generalizations of stratifiable y-spaces 
introduced by the second author and by Tamano are not genuine generalizations 
but that they define exactly the class of stratifiable p-spaces. This result gives three 
‘internal’ characterizations of stratifiable p-spaces. We also provide an ‘external’ 
characterization by showing that every stratifiable p-space can be embedded in the 
product of countably many a-metrizable spaces, each of which is stratifiable (and 
not just paracompact, as required in the definition of a p-space). 
2. Definitions 
Our topological terminology follows that of [4]. For basic facts concerning 
stratifiable spaces, see [ 1,3]. 
To make this paper easier to read, we recall some definitions from [lo, 161. 
Definition 1 ([lo]). Let % and Z be families of subsets of a set A, and let p E A. 
We say that % is %‘-preserving in both sides at p provided that for each %‘c Q, the 
following hold: 
(1) If p & lJ Q’, then there exists H E E such that p E H c A - IJ Q’. 
(2) If p E n Q’, then there exists HE %f such that p E H = f-j %‘. 
Definition 2 ([lo]). Let X be a topological space. A pair ({Q(F): FE 9)) %) is an 
M-structure of X if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 9 and 9Z’ are g-discrete families of closed subsets of X. 
(2) For each F E 9, Q(F) is a family of open neighbourhoods of F in X and 
Q(F) is R-preserving in both sides at each point of X - F. 
(3) If V is an open subset of X and p E V, then there exists FE 9 and U E 011(F) 
such that PE Fc UC V. 
Definition 3 ([16]). A pair-cover of a topological space X is a collection 9 = 
{(F,, U,): s E S} of pairs of subsets of X such that lJ st s F, = X and, for every s E S, 
F, is closed, U, is open and F, c U,. The pair-cover B is point-jinite if, for each 
x E X, the set {s E S: x E U,} is finite. 
Notation ([16]). For the pair-cover P of X and for Vc X, we set &( V, 9) = 
{U,:sESandF,~V}andA(V,P)=U&(V,9). 
Definition 4 ([ 161). A pair-cover 9 of a topological space X is Jinitely approaching 
to a family 011 of open subsets of X provided that, for each U E Q, the family 
a( U, P) is locally finite at each point of U. 
Definition 5 ([ 161). A point-jinite, finitely approaching st‘ratijier of a family % of open 
subsets of a topological space X is a sequence (P,,)z==, of point-finite pair-covers 
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of X such that, for each n, 9, is finitely approaching to % and, for each U E 011, 
fi Cl[A( U, ??,,)I = X - U. 
n=l 
The space X is regularly stratifiable if the topology of X has a base %? = UT=‘=, %13, 
such that each %‘,, has a point-finite, finitely approaching stratifier. 
3. The coincidence theorem 
Theorem 1. The following conditions are mutually equivalent for a T,-space X: 
(A) X is a stratifiable p-space. 
(B) X can be embedded in the product of countably many o-metrizable stratifiable 
spaces. 
(C) X is a stratifiable space space with an M-structure. 
(D) X is strongly regularly stratifable. 
(E) X is regularly stratifiable. 
Proof. The implications (B)+(A) and (D)*(E) hold trivially. The second author 
has shown that (A)+(C) [lo] and Tamano has shown that (A)+(D) [16]. The 
proof is complete once we show that (C)=+(E)*(B). 
Lemma 1. Let X be a stratifiable T, -space, let R be a a-discrete family of closed subsets 
of X and let Ou be a family of open subsets of X such that “II is E-preserving in both 
sides at each point of X. Then Ou has a point-finite, finitely approaching stratifier. 
Proof. Let 2 = {H n H’: H, H’ E 2} and note that this family is u-discrete and closed. 
For each x E X, since Q is %-preserving in both sides at x, there exist H, H’E R 
such that xEHcn(Q), and XEH’CX-I_)(%-(%),), where (“11),= 
{U E %: x E U}. Consequently, there exists J E 2 such that x G J and J c n (Q), - 
LJ(“u - (“u),). It follows that 2 contains a refinement of the partition 9 of X 
determined by the sets n(q),-I._J(%--(Q),), XEX. 
Represent 9 in the form 9 = (0,: s E S} so that D, # D,, whenever s # s’. Write 
2 = Uz==, $,, where each 2, is discrete. For all s E S and n 2 1, set J,y,, = 
U {J E UC=, 2k: J c O,}. Note that, for every s E S, J,,,TDs and, for every n 2 1, the 
family {J,,, : s E S} is closed and discrete. For every s E S, set J,,O = B. Let (V,)y==, be 
a decreasing, strongly co-basic sequence of open neighbornets of X (see [7]). Since 
the space X is paracompact, we can find, for every n 2 1, an open discrete family 
{ Oc,n: s E S} such that, for each s E S, J,,, c O,, = V,J,,,. 
For all s E S and n s 1, define a family Yt,,, = {K 5,n,k: k 2 l} as follows. The space 
X is perfectly normal and hence there exists a sequence ( W,)p=, of open subsets 
of X such that n;=, W, = J$_,, W, =X and, for every k 2 1, Cl W,,, c W,. For 
each k 2 1, set K r,n,k = (J,,, nC1 W,) - W,,,. Note that the family Yt,,, = 
1Ks.n.1~ k 2 l} is star-finite and I.J Yt,,, = J,, - Js,n_,. 
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For every s E S, the family .7C, = I_):=, YC,,, is countable, closed and star-finite, and 
U ZKs = D,Y. Represent Yt, in the form Yt, = {I&: i = 1,2, . . . } and, for every i 2 1, 
choose n,i 2 i so that, for some n s n,, we have Ks,i E Yt,,,; denote by G(K.y,i) the 
set OS,,,,1 - IJ {K,r,,: j < i and Ks,j n Ks,i =a} and note that G(Ks,i) is an open set 
containing K.,i. 
Let X= UstS Xs and denote by ?? the pair-cover {(K, G(K)): K E .T} of X. We 
show that 9 is point-finite. Let x E X. Let t E S be such that x E D,. There exists 
i 2 1 such that x E Kr,i. Using star-finiteness of the family {Kr,j: j = 1,2, . . . }, we see 
that the set {Jo 1: G(K,j) n K,i #0} is finite; consequently, the set {ja 1: XE 
G(K,,,)} is finite. To show that the set A = {(s, j): s E S, s # t, j = 1,2, . . . and x E 
G(Ks,j)} is finite, let m 2 1 be such that x E J,,,. Then x E O,, for each n 2 m and 
it follows that x E X - O,, whenever s # t and n 3 m. Since G( K,*,,) c Os,,T,, for each 
(s, j) E A, it follows from the foregoing that, for every (s, j) E A, we have ns,, < m 
and hence also j < m. As a consequence, we have that A c {(s, j): j < m and x E 
G(K,y,,) for some n < m}; clearly, the set on the right-hand side is finite; hence the 
set A is finite. This completes the proof of point-finiteness of 9. 
Next we show that P is finitely approaching to %. Let U E %Y and let x E U. Since 
U is open and the sequence (V,) is strongly co-basic, there exists m 3 1 such that 
x +Z Cl V,,,(X - U). Since the family {O.,,: s E S and n < m} is locally finite, there 
exists a finite subset S’ of S and a neighborhood W of x such that, for all s E S and 
n < m, if O,, n W # 0, then s E S’. Denote by W’ the neighborhood W- 
Cl V,,,(X- U) of x, and let B={(s, i): SE S, i 2 1, K,T,i g U and G(K,y,i) CT W' f 0). 
We show that B is contained in the finite set {(s, i): s E S’ and i < m}. Let (s, i) E B. 
Then K,,i @ U and it follows, since Ks,i c Ox, that 0, @ U. Since 0, = IJ (Q), - 
IJ (011 - (Q),) for some y E X, it follows that 0, = X - U. Consequently, V,D, c 
V,, (X - U) for every n 2 1. As we have W’ c X - V,,,(X- U), G(Ks,i)n W’#e)and 
G(K,i) c O,*,+ c Vn,,, D,T, we must have qi < m. Since n,i < m and O.+ n W’ f 0, 
we have s E S’. Since i < qi, we have i < m. We have shown that B c {(s, i): s E S’ 
and i < m}. It follows that the set B is finite. By the foregoing, the pair-cover 9 is 
finitely approaching to %. 
As observed in the previous paragraph, we have K c X - U whenever K E YC, 
U E 011 and K n (X - U) # 0. Consequently, for every U E %, 
fi Cl Vn(u {K E .Yt: K n (X - U) # 0)) = fi Cl V,(X - U) = X - U. 
n=* “=* 
It follows that the pair-covers P,, = {( K, G(K) n V,,K): K E 5Y) form a stratifier for 
the family 021. By the corresponding properties of 9, the pair-covers 9, are point-finite 
and finitely approaching to 021. 0 
Now, to prove that (C)J(E), let ({Q(F): FE S}, 3Y) be an M-structure for the 
stratifiable space X. Represent 9 in the form F = Uz=‘=, 9,, so that each 9,, is discrete 
and 9,, n S,,, = Q) whenever n # m. There exists a family {O(F): FE 9} of open sets 
such that, for every FE 9, F c O(F), and for every n 3 1, the family {O(F): FE 9”) 
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is discrete. For every FE 9, let (K,(F))E, be a sequence of closed subsets of X 
such that UT=“=, K,(F) = O(F). For every n 3 1, let 
OU,={UnO(F): FE%,, and UE%(F)J 
and 
~“=Rluw-uF,~” O(F):HE~Y}U{H~K,(F):HE~,FFE~,,~~~~~~}; 
note that x,, is a-discrete and closed and that %,, is %$-preserving at each point 
of X. By Lemma 1, each %,, has a point-finite, finitely approaching stratifier. This 
completes the proof of (C)-(E) since lJT=1 Ou,, is a base for X. 
We need two lemmas to prove that (E)*(B). 
A family 3’ of subsets of a topological space (X, 7) is a regular family if, for 
every L E 2, L = IJ { L’E 2: Cl, L’ c L}. Note that if .Y is a regular family in (X, 7) 
and if v is a topology on X such that TC 7~, then 58 is regular in the space (X, r). 
Lemma 2. A topoIogicaZ space is stratijiable provided the topology of the space has a 
a-closure-preserving regular subbase. 
Proof. Let %’ be a a-closure-preserving regular subbase for a topology 7 of X. 
Denote by 9 the a-closure-preserving family {ny=, Cl, C,: n 2 1 and C, E ie for 
each i c n}. Using the regularity of the family %, it is easy to see that 9 is a quasibase 
for the topology T. Since 7 has a a-closure-preserving closed quasi-base, the space 
(X, 7) is stratifiable. 0 
Question. Can we replace ‘stratifiable’ by ‘M,’ in Lemma 2? 
Remark. We cannot delete the word ‘regular’ from Lemma 2; in fact, every [(com- 
pletely) regular] space (X, 7) can be embedded in a [(completely) regular] space 
(X’, 7’) whose topology 7’ has a closure-preserving subbase: let A be the subspace 
(0) u {l/n: n E Z - (0)) of Iw, let X’= X x A and let 7’ be the coarsest topology on 
X’ containing both the product topology and all the singleton sets {(x, r)} with r # 0. 
Lemma 3. Let (X, r) be a stratiJiable T,-space, let 9 be a point-j&e pair-cover of 
(X, T) and let “Ir be a family of open subsets of (X, r) such that 9 isJinitely approaching 
to ‘Y Then there exists a a-met&able strati$able topology n on X such that rrc r, 
and, for every VE Y”, the set V- A( V, 9’) belongs to r. 
Proof. Represent P in the form P = {(F,, US): s E S} so that (F,, US) f (F,, U,) when 
s # t. For each s G S, let fS be a continuous function X + [0, l] such that F, = f l’(O) 
and X - U, = f T’(l). Denote by Q’ the set of all rational numbers in (0, 1). For all 
s E S and q E Q’, let KS,q = f ;‘[O, q], and note that F, c Int, I&. For every q E Q’, 
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the family {K,,,: s E S} is point-finite and, for every VE ‘T, the family {K,,,: s E S 
and F, @ V} is locally finite in V. For all 9 E Q’ and V E Y”, let G4( V) = X - 
Cl,U{K,,: s E S and F, @ V}; note that G4( V) can also be written as G4( V) = V- 
U {K,,: s E S and F, P V}. For all s E S and q E Q', we have K,, = nr_ K,, = 
f& Int, KS,,; from this it easily follows that, for all VE Y” and q E Q’, we have 
G4( V) = U G,(V) = U Cl, G,( I’). 
r’q r’q 
For every q E Q’, let 5% = {G,( V): VE Y}. Further, let +?= lJ,,oZ Y&. By the 
foregoing, 99 is a regular family in (X, T). The proof of Lemma 4.7 of [16] shows 
that, for every q E Q’, the family ?Jq is almost locally finite, and hence closure- 
preserving in (X, T). Consequently, the family 9 is a-closure-preserving in (X, T). 
The family %‘={X- U,: s~S}ul_l~~o, {(X - U,) u K,,: s E S} is p-closure- 
preserving in (X, T). By [2, Proposition 11 or by [15, Lemma 3.21, there is a 
r-continuous metric d on X such that if T denotes the topology induced on X by 
d, then the family (e u {Cl, G: G E 9) is cT-closure-preserving and closed in (X, 7). 
Denote by m the topology on X that has the family n u 9 as a subbase. Clearly, 
r= T. For every VE Y”, we have lJVFQ. Gq( V) E rr; it is easily seen that 
U,,o, GJ V) = V-U {F,: SES and F,v-‘ V}= V-A(V,!Y); 
hence the set V- A( V, 9’) belongs to n. 
To complete the proof, we show that the topology rr is stratifiable and g-metrizable. 
First note that the family % is regular in the space (X, 7) since 9 is regular in (X, T) 
and, for every GE 9, the set Cl, G is q-closed. Since r] c n-, the family 9 is also 
regular in (X, rr). It is easily seen that the metrizable topology n has a base 93 such 
that 3 is a-locally finite and regular in (X, 77). Since 17 c 71, the family 93 is also 
v-locally finite and regular in (X, v). The family 9u % is a cT-closure-preserving 
regular subbase for the topology rr. By Lemma 2, the topology m is stratifiable. To 
show that r is a-metrizable, first note that, for every s E S, U, E r]. Hence the family 
{ Ur: s E S} is a point-finite open cover of (Xi 7). By [ 17, Lemma], there exists a 
closed cover 2 = lJz==, 2,, of (X, 77) such that each $,, is n-discrete and, for every 
5~8, if s E S and U, nJ # 0, then Jc U,. Note that, for every JE$, the set 
{SE S: Us nJ #a} is finite. We show that, for each JE$, the subspace J of (X, T) 
is metrizable. Let J E 2. Denote by rr’ the restriction of the topology n to J and by 
7’ the restriction of n to J. We show that n’= Z-‘. Since n c V, we have that q’= r’. 
To show that r’c n’, it suffices to show that, for every GE 9, G n J E 7’. Let GE 9, 
and let VE Yf and q E Q’ be such that G = G4( V). Denote by S’ the finite set 
{s E S: CJT n J # 0 and F, P‘ V}. Since G = X - l_j {K,,: s E S and F, < V} and since 
Ks,q c lJT for every s E S, we have that G n J = J - USES. Ks,q. It follows, since J = Us 
for every SES’, that GnJ=J-Us,,, ((X - f.I,) u K,,,). As a finite union of n- 
closed sets, the set USES, ((X - Us) u K,,) is n-closed. It follows that G n J E 7’. 
We have shown that rr’= 7’. Hence the subspace J of (X, n) is metrizable. For 
every n 2 1, denote by K, the closed subspace lJ 2” of (X, rr) and note that K, is 
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metrizable since B,, is a discrete cover of K, by metrizable subsets. Since X = 
IJR, K,, we have shown that the space (X, r) is c+-metrizable. 0 
To prove that (E)+(B), let (X, 7) be a regularly stratifiable T, -space. Then r has 
a base 93 = I_):=, !?A’,, such that, for each n, there exist pair-covers 9’)n.k, for k = 1,2, . . , 
such that the sequence (??+)F=, is a point-finite, finitely approaching stratifier to 
%,,. By Lemma 3, there are stratifiable cT-metrizable topologies ?r,,& on X such that, 
for all n and k, n,,k = T and, for each B E C?&, (B - A( B, p,k)) E n,,k. For every n, 
and for every BE %I”, since (g,,k)r=)=l is a stratifier for B3,, we have that UT=‘=, (B - 
A(B, p,,k)) = B; as a consequence, B belongs to the topology generated by the 
family uF=‘=, n,,k. Since %I is a base for T, it follows from the foregoing that the 
topology of X generated by the family Us=,‘=, lJT=, r,,.k coincides with r. As a 
consequence, (X, 7) is homeomorphic with the diagonal of the product space 
UT,=, (X, r,,k). Hence condition B holds. This completes the proof of (E)J( B) 
and of the theorem. 0 
Remarks. As mentioned in the beginning of the above proof, the implication (A)+ 
(C) of the theorem was proved earlier by the second author and the implication 
(A)+(D) by Tamano. Moreover, the second author has proved the implication 
(D)%(C) in [ 111. For strongly zero-dimensional spaces, the result of the theorem 
is, essentially, contained in [6,8]. 
The above theorem provides a positive solution to [6, Problems 2.5 and 2.71. 
Moreover, it follows from the above theorem and from the proof of Corollary 2.3 
of [6] that [6, Problem 2.41 also has a positive solution: the continuous image of a 
a-metrizable stratifiable space under a closed mapping is a p-space. 
To close the paper, we repeat a question asked (implicitly) in [lo, 161. 
Question. Is every stratifiable space a p-space? 
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